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1. Purpose  

The purpose of this policy is to outline the fines and penalties handed down upon breaches of 
regulations.  

 

2. Scope  

This policy applies to all Clubs, Members, Employees and Volunteers of the BDSFA  

 

3. Fines Without Notice  

3.1. The following offenses will attract fines and/or penalties as per the Table of Fines, which 
will be applied without notice to the relevant club: 
 

a. Forfeiting a match 
b. Incorrect completion of a team sheet 
c. Grounds not marked to specification 
d. Failure to dress fields to specification including corner flags and goal nets 
e. Failure to provide adequate seating in the technical areas of competitive matches 
f. Incorrect MiniRoo field size, goal size or markings 
g. Failure to open amenities 
h. Failure of members attending compulsory association meetings 
i. Withdrawing a team after nominations close 

 
3.2. Further penalties may be imposed on players, teams and clubs upon referral and a guilty 

determination through the Disciplinary process. 
 

4. Bonds 
 
4.1. Clubs found in breach of the BDSFA constitution, regulations or policies may be placed on a 

bond. 
4.2. Bonds are applied to clubs only. 
4.3. Bonds will be forfeited for further breaches for which a bond is applied within the bond 

timeframe. 
4.4. Initial bonds are set to $500. Tribunals may apply to the board to have a bond larger than 

$500. 
4.5. Initial timeframe for a bond is one year commencing from the date of the hearing. Tribunals 

may apply to the board to have a bond period set to a longer period by approval of the 
board. 

4.6. Should a bond be forfeited, a bond equal to twice the amount of the original bond shall be 
set and the time shall restart at the date of the hearing at which that bond was found to be 
forfeited. 
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5. Table of Fines 

Team forfeits before cut-off time $50 

Team forfeits after cut-off time $100 + referee and AR fees for that age 

Incomplete or incorrect team sheet $50 

Grounds not marked to specification $100 

Failure to dress fields correctly $100 

Failure to provide seating in technical areas $100 per offence 

Incorrect MiniRoo field size $250 

Incorrect MiniRoo field markings or goal size $100 

Failure to open amenities $250 

Withdrawing a team after nominations close $250 

Non–attendance of compulsory meeting $200 
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